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Under Xi Jinping’s leadership, there have been major structural, legal, personnel, and policy 
changes to the CCP’s approach to domestic security. Xi has created new institutions, such as 
the Central National Security Commission and the National Supervision Commission, to 
improve coordination among the various agencies of the coercive apparatus and to tighten 
discipline and anti-corruption efforts within the party-state. The People’s Armed Police has 
also been restructured. Significant turnover of personnel has occurred within the domestic 
security agencies (including the leadership of both the Ministry of Public Security and the 
Ministry of State Security), partly due to efforts to remove officials associated with Zhou 
Yongkang, former head of the Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission.  Meanwhile, 
a number of new laws on domestic security and the expansion of tech-based approaches to 
social control, such as grid management, represent attempts to strengthen the CCP’s ability 
to police contention within Chinese society. Finally, there has been a major shift in the 
CCP’s security strategy in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, resulting in heightened 
international scrutiny and attention.  This article reviews these developments and their 
cumulative effect on domestic security in China under Xi Jinping.   

 
 
     ***  
 

Xi Jinping has significantly reshaped domestic security in China. These efforts have occupied a 
central and visible place in his governance; for example, in 2015 Xinhua listed knife handle (daobazi, 

刀把子), a euphemism for the party’s domestic security forces, as one of twelve phrases that Xi used 

most frequently during his first two years in office.ii  The Xinhua article referenced Xi’s January 2015 
guidance at the Central Political and Legal Work Conference, in which Xi, echoing a 1926 speech by 
Mao Zedong, called for the cultivation of a political-legal team that was loyal to the party, the 
country, the people, and the law (in that order), to “ensure that the knife is firmly in the hands of the 
party and the people.”iii Moreover, Xi himself noted during a January 2019 speech at the Central 
Political & Legal Work Conference that since the 18th National Party Congress, China’s leaders have 
elevated the importance of political-legal work and begun to implement a series of major reforms.iv 
The changes in recent years are designed to strengthen Xi and the CCP’s control over the domestic 
security apparatus and over Chinese society.  
 
With that in mind, this article reviews four of the major developments in domestic/public security 
work that have occurred in China under Xi Jinping: changes to the organizational structures and 
legal frameworks that shape domestic security policy and practice in China; changes in internal 
security personnel due to both regular retirement and the ongoing anti-corruption campaign; 
expansion of “grid management” and other high-tech surveillance and social-management tools; and 
the CCP’s changing domestic security strategy in Xinjiang.  
 
 
 
New Organizational Structures and New Laws    
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Xi Jinping has created new organizational and legal structures to guide the CCP’s internal security 
work and its stability maintenance tasks. Organizationally, the biggest changes include the 
establishment of the Central National Security Commission (CNSC) (zhongyang guojia anquan 

weiyuanhui, 中央国家安全委员会), announced in November 2013; the creation of the National 

Supervisory Commission (NSC) (guojia jiancha weiyuanhui, 国家监察委员会), created in 2018; and the 

restructuring of the People’s Armed Police (PAP) (zhongguo renmin wuzhuang jingcha budui, 中国人民

武装警察部队) in 2017-18. Xi has complemented this organizational restructuring with a set of new 
laws intended to enhance control over Chinese society, including laws on cybersecurity, management 
of non-governmental organizations, intelligence, and others.   
 
The Central National Security Commission reports to the party leadership and holds a higher rank 
than the regular leading small groups. Early coverage in the official media indicated that it would 

focus on “holistic” or “overall national security” (zongti guojia anquanguan, 总体安全观) in eleven 
broad areas, including both external and internal security issues.v One of the primary drivers for 
creating the CNSC was to improve intelligence-sharing and policy coordination by reducing 
bureaucratic stove-piping and fragmentation across previously atomized military, intelligence, and 
public security organizations. There was some belief that in the past this fragmentation had 
prevented Chinese leaders from receiving the information needed to make decisions in a timely, 
proactive manner. vi This effort by Xi is not the first attempt to improve integration; Jiang Zemin 
initiated a Central Leading Group for National Security in 2000 (reportedly after his exposure to the 
U.S. National Security Council during a visit to the United States in 1997). In 2004, officials in the 
Ministry of Public Security (MPS) announced plans for “new integrated intelligence structures” to 
improve nationwide public security intelligence work, but this effort did not extend beyond the 
MPS.vii By 2012–13, public security journals reflected a growing consensus that the CCP still lacked 
effective information-sharing and coordination mechanisms for security-related decision-making.viii 
This is the backdrop to the creation of the CNSC.   
 
Thus far, public coverage of the CNSC has been limited. A February 2017 CNSC symposium 

(zuotanhui, 座谈会) was attended by twelve Politburo members (Xi Jinping, Li Keqiang, Zhang 
Dejiang, Wang Huning, Liu Qizhen, Sun Zhengcai, Fan Changlong, Meng Jianzhu, Hu Chunhua, Li 
Zhanshu, Guo Jinlong, and Han Zheng), and eight other top central government and military 
leaders (Yang Jing, Guo Shengwei, Fang Fenghui, Zhang Yang, Yang Jiechi, Zhou Xiaochuan, Zhao 
Keshi, and Zhang Youxia); reports indicated that all provincial party secretaries also attended this 
symposium.ix At an April 2018 meeting, the CNSC adopted a regulation that strengthened the CCP’s 
leadership and coordination role in national security affairs and outlined the responsibilities of party 
leaders and committees to ensure that party directives are implemented. In his accompanying 
remarks, Xi Jinping called for enhanced party-building efforts within the national security system.x 
Combined with the high degree of personnel replacement within the coercive apparatus (see below), 
these changes can be seen both as an attempt to solve a long-standing bureaucratic coordination 
problem in China’s party-state system, and as an attempt to consolidate Xi’s personal control over 
the coercive apparatus, an area key to his political survival and power.  
 
The NSC was announced in October 2017 and established in spring 2018.xi A state body that 
answers to the National People’s Congress and oversees the corresponding commissions at the local 
level, the NSC is integrated and cooperates with the party’s Central Commission for Discipline 
Inspection (CCDI).xii The NSC folds in three former state agencies that dealt with corruption: the 
Ministry of Supervision, the National Bureau of Corruption Prevention, and the anti-corruption 
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departments within the Supreme People’s Procuratorate. It has jurisdiction over a broad range of 
civil servants and “persons who perform public duties,” with the notable exception of the People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) and the People’s Armed Police (PAP). The CCDI is led by Politburo 

Standing Committee (PSC) member Zhao Leiji (赵乐际), who succeeded Wang Qishan in fall 2017, 

whereas CCDI deputy Yang Xiaodu (杨晓渡) leads the NSC.  

 
The new NSC represents a significant effort to build on earlier attempts to strengthen the power and 
independence of the party-state’s discipline apparatus and to institutionalize Xi Jinping’s anti-
corruption efforts at a high level within the party-state.xiii Local supervision commissions report 
horizontally to the local people’s congresses and vertically to the supervision commission at the next 
higher level, while they are also subject to party oversight.xiv The effects of creating a new, high-
ranking state organ are yet to be observed: the NSC is likely to solve some problems (such as 
fragmentation among state actors and collusion between local commissions and party committees),xv 
while exacerbating or creating other problems Meanwhile, consolidating state organs but keeping 
them under clear party control will circumscribe progress toward an independent legal system—a 
continuance of CCP rule by law.xvi  
 
Xi Jinping also oversaw a significant restructuring of the People’s Armed Police in 2017-18. This 
restructuring abolished the previous dual command structure, under which the PAP reported both 
to the Central Military Commission (CMC) and State Council; as of 1 January 2018, the PAP resides 
“under the unified control” of the CCP Central Committee and the Central Military Commission.xvii 
Moreover, under a reform plan codified in March 2018, the composition of the PAP itself has 
changed. Civilian-oriented units of the PAP (such as those responsible for forestry and firefighting) 
will be transferred to other ministries, while the PAP itself will recombine with the China Coast 
Guard, from which it separated in 2013.xviii These reforms also limit the ability of local or provincial 
authorities to deploy the PAP, and are intended both to strengthen central party control over the 
armed police force and to align command structures with the existing distribution of PAP 
spending.xix Since coming to office, Xi has also replaced the leadership of the PAP; in 2014, PLA 

officer Wang Ning (王宁), who had not previously served in the PAP but who is seen as an 

associate of Xi’s, became the PAP’s commanding officer.xx 
 
The final change in the structure of domestic security under Xi Jinping has been the passage of a 
series of laws intended to tighten control over Chinese society. These include (but are not limited to) 

laws on counter-espionage (反间谍法, 2014);xxi national security (国家安全法, 2015);xxii counter-

terrorism (反恐怖主义法, 2015);xxiii cyber-security (网络安全法, 2016);xxiv management of foreign 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs, 境外非政府组织境内活动管理法, 2016),xxv and national 

intelligence (国家情报法, 2017).xxvi Although some of the more controversial measures that were 

included in the initial draft laws have now been eliminated, collectively the new laws strengthen and 
expand the power of the party-state in both domestic and external security, and they are intended to 
tighten control and to crack down on activists and other actors within Chinese civil society.xxvii  
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Personnel Changes within the Domestic Security Apparatus 
 

Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption campaign has also significantly reshaped the leadership profile of 
China’s political-legal system (zhengfa xitong, 政法系统) that handles domestic coercion and public 

security. Although there has been some attention to how the removal of top officials has impacted 
the military, including in the pages of China Leadership Monitor,xxviii there has been less systematic 
attention to the removal of officials associated with the domestic security apparatus.   
 
Indeed, thus far the highest-ranking party official to face corruption charges came from within the 
non-military coercive apparatus: Zhou Yongkang (周永康), former member of the PSC and 

secretary of the Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission (zhengfawei, 政法委) from 2007 to 

2012. Prior to Zhou’s ascension to the PSC, he had been a Politburo member and Minister of Public 
Security (2002–7); under his leadership, the number of provincial police chiefs and political-legal 
committee chairs involved in provincial party leadership across the country increased sharply.xxix In 
late July 2014, Xinhua announced that Zhou had been under investigation for corruption since late 
2013; Zhou was expelled from the CCP and formally arrested in December 2014. Although officials 
from the Supreme Court had announced that his trial would be public, charges in April 2015 were 
followed by a May trial in a closed Tianjin courtroom. In June 2015, Zhou was found guilty of 
bribery, abuse of power, and intentional disclosure of state secrets, for which he was sentenced to 
life in prison. As in the case of former vice chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC) 
General Guo Boxiong, the fall of Zhou did not come as a surprise, as it had been preceded by a 
series of investigations of people surrounding Zhou, including family members and professional 
associates.xxx   
 
The anti-corruption campaign targeted three parts of Zhou’s network: those from Sichuan province, 
the energy sector, and the public security apparatus. Zhou Yongkang’s son Zhou Bin and other 
family members were implicated in bribery; other senior figures in Zhou’s network who have been 
arrested or investigated include Li Chuncheng, former deputy party secretary of Sichuan;xxxi vice 

governor of Hainan Ji Wenlin (冀文林), who served as Zhou’s aide in the Ministry of Public 

Security;xxxii oil executive and senior official Jiang Jiemin,xxxiii and oil and mining executives Hua 
Bangsongxxxiv and Liu Han, the latter of whom was Zhou Bin’s business partner and was executed 
with his brother and three others in February 2015.xxxv Chongqing Party Secretary Bo Xilai, also 
considered to be a protégé of Zhou, was removed in early 2012 and sentenced in 2013 to life in 
prison on charges of corruption. Zhou had reportedly recommended that Bo replace him as the 
head of the zhengfawei and as domestic security point person on the PSC and he had warned Bo of 
his impending arrest (which led to the “state secrets” charge against Zhou).xxxvi At the party congress 
in October 2017, securities commission chair Liu Shiyu accused Zhou, Bo, and four others, 
including former CMC Vice Chairmen Xu Caihou and Guo Boxiong, of conspiring to overthrow Xi 
Jinping.xxxvii  
 
Other prominent officials within the public security apparatus who have been purged since 2012 

include former Vice Minister of Public Security Li Dongsheng (李东生) and Vice Minister of Public 

Security and head of Interpol Meng Hongwei (孟宏伟). The CCDI announced in December 2013 

that Li Dongsheng was under investigation; days later, he was removed from his MPS post. In June 
2014, he was expelled from the CCP and transferred to the judicial authorities on charges of bribery; 
in January 2016, he was sentenced to sixteen years in prison for bribery totaling ~22 million RMB 

(~3.5 million USD).xxxviii The most recent high-profile arrest is that of Meng Hongwei, who formerly 
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headed China’s Interpol branch (2004–16), and in 2016 became president of Interpol while 
concurrently serving as vice minister of public security.  Meng’s Interpol position had been seen as a 
mark of China’s growing leadership in international institutions, but it had also raised concern that 
Interpol would be used to crack down on dissidents and Xi’s political opponents abroad. Meng was 
detained on a return trip to China in October 2018, and the CCDI issued a terse statement 

acknowledging that he was under investigation by the NSC.xxxix Meng subsequently resigned in 
absentia from Interpol, while his wife remains under protection in France.  
 
Meng’s removal completed a changing of the guard at the Ministry of Public Security (gong’anbu, 公安

部). Former minister Guo Shengkun (who served from 2012 to 2017) now heads the zhengfawei; all of 

the vice ministers who served under Guo Shengkun in 2012 are gone, either retired (4), arrested (Li 
Dongsheng and Meng Hongwei), demoted (Yang Huanning, 杨焕宁), or transferred (Huang Ming, 

黄明). In their place there is a new team of public security officials, the majority of whom earlier in 

their careers had served under Xi Jinping.xl 
 

Also removed was Minister of Justice Wu Aiying (吴爱英, 2005–2017). One of the few top female 

officials in China, Wu had focused on the role of the judicial system in maintaining social stability.xli 
She left her position at the Justice Ministry in February 2017, and in October of that year the party 
announced that she had been expelled due to “serious discipline issues” (the typical euphemism for 
corruption), but to date no charges or prosecution have followed.xlii Her expulsion followed the 
arrest of Lu Enguang, who headed the Justice Ministry’s political department, on charges of bribery 
in June of 2017; Lu was sentenced to twelve years in prison in October 2018.xliii  
 

Other changes occurred in the MSS (guojia anquanbu, 国家安全部).  In 2012, Vice Minister Lu 

Zhongwei was removed after an investigation into an aide’s alleged spying for the United States.xliv 
In early 2014, Liang Ke, former head of the Beijing Municipal Bureau of State Security and an 
associate of Zhou Yongkang, was arrested, reportedly for spying on other high-ranking Chinese 
officials and providing information to Zhou.xlv (Liang was reportedly assisted by Vice Minister of 
State Security Qiu Jin; rumors have circulated of an investigation into Qiu’s activities, but thus far 
nothing has been publicly announced.)xlvi In January 2015, the CCDI announced an investigation 

into Vice Minister of State Security Ma Jian (马建), who had held his position since 2006, as well as 

two other state security officials. Ma was replaced by Su Deliang (苏德良), a long-time state security 

official whose most recent position was directing the ministry’s political department.xlvii After the 
retirement of Minister of State Security Geng Huichang, who had led the MSS since 2007, former 
police official Chen Wenqing (陈文清), a deputy at the CCDI under Wang Qishan, became party 

secretary and then concurrently minister of state security.xlviii  
 
There are few signs that the anti-corruption campaign within the public security apparatus has run 
its course. In early 2018, the CCP Central Committee and State Council announced the launch of a 
“Special Campaign against Organized Crime” (saohei chu’e zhuanxiang douzheng, 扫黑除恶专项斗争) 

that specifically targets public security personnel who provide protection umbrellas (baohu san, 保护

伞) to criminal organizations, a call reiterated by Minister of Public Security Zhao Kezhi (赵克志) at 

a conference in August 2018.xlix Moreover, a number of domestic security officials at the municipal 
and prefectural levels have been purged. The most prominent of the municipal-level officials to fall 
is Liang Ke (see above). Additionally, in summer 2018 provincial-level public security officials in 
Chongqing, Shandong, Henan, and Hubei were removed, investigated, and expelled from the party, 
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as were lower-level public security officials in Henan, Hunan, Anhui, Shanxi, Hainan, Guilin, 
Shenzhen, Hebei, Guangdong, and Jiangxi.l Some of these officials were accused of providing 
protective umbrellas for illicit activities and corruption in their respective areas of jurisdiction, a term 
that was referenced again in Xi’s January 2019 speech to the Central Political and Legal Work 
Conference.li  
 
 
Expansion of Grid Management and Technology-Based Surveillance     
 

During Xi’s tenure, the CCP has expanded its application of technology-based tools of surveillance 
and social management, a process that Sebastian Heilmann calls “Digital Leninism.”lii These efforts 
seek to combine technology, big data, and artificial intelligence to improve Chinese governance and 
to ensure that the state can monitor and track, in close to real-time, the behavior of its citizens.   
 
One of the major approaches to tech-based “social management” that has accelerated under Xi 

Jinping is grid management (wanggehua guanli, 网格化管理).  These efforts were underway prior to 
Xi’s assumption of leadership; the first experiment with grid management reportedly took place in 

Beijing’s Dongcheng District (北京市东城区) in 2004–7,liii and subsequent experiments took place in 

a number of other urban areas in the following years. By 2015, it is estimated that at least 168 of 
China’s 332 prefectural-level cities were using grid management for social management and social 
control.liv After national leaders embraced the model at the 2017 Nineteenth Party Congress, the 
approach was expanded, including into more rural areas.lv  
 
Grid management works by dividing cities into geographic cells that become administrative units.  In 
each grid, a grid manager and related staff collect information, identify and report potential 
problems, and address resident complaints. At the district level, information from the grids is 
integrated with other layers of data (on public utilities, traffic, sanitation, housing, population, crime, 
etc.), as well as with information collected via mobile applications and citizen/volunteer input 
provided through online portals and phone hotlines. This integrated information platform is then 
shared across multiple government departments, including public security; it is intended to facilitate 
early identification of social-management problems so that they can be resolved proactively. A 
number of articles in Chinese public administration journals speak positively of the potential for grid 
management to advance urban governance (and, in some cases, the articles explicitly acknowledge 
the potential of grid management to deepen party penetration into society at the grassroots level). A 
number of articles also highlight problems that require ongoing attention and consideration, such as 
unresolved bureaucratic fragmentation; the need for better cross-jurisdictional integration of 
different grid management platforms; improved accountability to solve potential social problems 
once they are identified; care with adapting grid management to more rural areas; and the relatively 
high financial and personnel costs of the system.lvi  
 
Grid management is part of a broader effort to implement innovative social management and urban 
grassroots governance, but undeniably it also carries coercive functions. Apart from observing 
residents and gathering information, grid managers and their public security counterparts sometimes 
engage in soft forms of repression, such as persuasion and intimidation, to preemptively demobilize 
potential political dissent. For instance, one recent profile of a Nanjing grid manager praises her for 
preventing a resident from organizing a group of petitioners who planned to travel to Beijing.  She 
did this by visiting the home of the resident with a mediator and a local public security official 
(tiaojieyuan, 调解员 and minjing, 民警) to discuss his concerns and caution him of the “severe 
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consequences and risks” (yanzhong houguo he weihai, 严重后果和危害) from seeking extreme solutions 

to his problem.lvii Indeed, one of the explicitly stated purposes of grid management is to give local 
officials better information early on, thereby providing them with the capacity to respond 
preventively to potential sources of social unrest.lviii   
 
As part of this effort, provincial and local governments are investing heavily in various types of 
surveillance technologies. In addition to platforms that integrate the various layers of grid data, the 

nationwide Skynet program (tianwang gongcheng, 天网工程), led by the zhengfawei and overseen by the 

ministries of public security and industry and information technology, has deployed millions of 
CCTV cameras augmented with facial recognition technology; recent reports have also mentioned 
the introduction of facial recognition glasses by police officers in Beijing, Tianjin, and Xinjiang. lix In 
journalistic tests, these systems have been able to locate and apprehend individuals within 5–7 
minutes.lx Efforts are also underway to extend the approach into rural areas with the so-called 
“Bright Snow Project” (xueliang gongcheng, 雪亮工程), which accelerated in 2015–16.lxi  One recent 

Reuters report highlights a 2017–18 increase in the procurement of smartphone data-extraction 
devices, which have been purchased in 32 of China’s 33 provinces.lxii Officials and technology 
companies generally highlight the cutting-edge use of data and technology (biometrics, artificial 
intelligence, cloud computing, and the like) as an example of China’s global leadership in this sector, 
and they emphasize the benefits of this approach for public safety—for example, quoting a daughter 
in Changsha who credited the Tianwang system with quickly finding her lost mother.lxiii  
 
The use of Chinese technology and integration platforms for surveillance, policing, and social 
control also appears to be expanding globally, along the lines of China’s growing global footprint.  
To date, Huawei has assisted “Safe City” projects in over 100 cities, promoting itself as a cutting-
edge public safety platform with demonstrated success in crime reduction across numerous 
countries.lxiv Governments from Singapore to Zimbabwe are adopting Chinese facial-recognition 
technology and information platforms to improve public security,lxv and Xi Jinping’s July 2018 
speech to Arab leaders promised the region up to 1 billion RMB to strengthen “national stability” 
under the auspices of his signature Belt and Road Initiative, suggesting the potential for further 
expansion in the years ahead.lxvi One unanswered but relevant question is the impact of U.S.-China 
trade tensions on the further development and export of these technologies, with some reports from 
late 2018 indicating that Western countries (including the United States) have slowed down the 
purchase of technical components for such surveillance and security programs due to trade 
restrictions as well as concerns about both human rights and industrial espionage.lxvii  
 
 
The CCP’s Changing Security Strategy in Xinjiang   
  

In recent years the CCP has carried out increasingly stringent security measures in the Xinjiang 
Uighur Autonomous Region (XUAR). These measures are often attributed to two factors: the 
outbreak of unrest and protests that occurred among the Uighur population beginning in 2008–9;lxviii 
and the role of Chen Quanguo (陈全国), who became XUAR party secretary in 2016 after previously 

holding the same position in the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) from 2011 to 2016.lxix The 
heightened security measures have targeted an increasingly broad swathe of the Uighur population 
and have focused on detention and political re-education under the guise of “vocational training.”  
In a periodic report on China, the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination raises concern about the “numerous and credible” reports of mass detentions in the 
XUAR, including estimates that upwards of one million Uighurs have been held for re-education 
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and that Muslims are being treated as “enemies of the state solely on the basis of their ethno-
religious identity.”lxx  
 
The CCP has pointed to a series of incidents of unrest, attacks, and clashes between police and 
protestors that occurred within and beyond the borders of the XUAR from 2009 to 2015 as 
evidence of a serious security and terrorist threat from Uighur separatism.lxxi In 2014, party leaders 
launched the “Strike Hard against Violent Terrorist Activity” Campaign (严厉打击暴力恐怖活动专

项行动) that included a small-scale re-education component. In 2016, the CCP began to introduce 

convenience police stations and grid management techniques to urban areas in Xinjiang: facial-
recognition software was installed in public spaces, and checkpoints verified people’s identification 
as well as sometimes checking the content of their cell phones. Internal travel (which previously had 
not been unfettered) became even more tightly restricted.lxxii Domestic security spending in the 
region increased from 5.45 billion RMB in 2007 to 57.95 billion RMB in 2017: annual increases of 
2–3 times the national average and even higher than the increases in the TAR.lxxiii Beginning in 2013, 
police recruitment in Xinjiang increased rapidly, and then exponentially: in a twelve-month period in 
2016–17, Xinjiang advertised over 90,000 security positions—twelve times the number advertised in 
2009 and far outstripping the growth of private- sector employment.lxxiv 
 
Early 2017 marked a further intensification and broadening of the CCP’s coercive efforts in the 
form of wide-scale extrajudicial detentions and internments aimed at mass indoctrination and re-
education. In March 2017, a party document on new “de-extremification regulations” (新疆维吾尔

自治区去极端化条例) called for transformation through education.lxxv In subsequent months, the 

XUAR authorities began to utilize involuntary detention and re-education on a mass scale; some 
human rights groups and scholars estimate that one million people were detained, and that ~30 
percent of southern Xinjiang’s Uighur population have been re-educated (20 percent in “non-
custodial” classes and 10 percent in a network of mass internment camps).lxxvi Muslim members of 
the Kazakh and Kyrgyz minorities have reportedly been imprisoned as well. According to reports 
from within the region, much of the content of the re-education is the study of Han Chinese 
language and culture, and curtailment of Muslim religious practices and Muslim identification in 
favor of a more pan-Chinese identity that is compatible with and loyal to the Chinese Communist 
Party.lxxvii  
 
Chinese official media have framed these detention facilities as “re-education training centers” and 
“vocational schools,” but they have also contended that they are necessary to ensure social stability 
and combat the “three -isms” (terrorism, separatism, and radicalism) that have infected the region’s 
population. Medical metaphors are common: patients who have been infected by extremist thinking 
must be saved before the symptoms appear. This framing, however, also points to China’s long-
standing concern with linkages between domestic unrest and hostile forces outside of China, in 
particular in this context fears of Uighur separatism forming operational links with al-Qaeda and 
now ISIS.lxxviii This narrative has been assisted by members of related organizations taking 
responsibility for or praising some of the higher-profile attacks, but estimates about how many 
Uighurs have traveled to Syria or the Middle East to fight with ISIS (and how many have survived 
that struggle as of today) vary widely.lxxix These concerns may explain why part of the CCP’s 
approach to Xinjiang applies pressure on the Uighur diaspora outside of China, including accounts 
of coerced return to the PRC.lxxx  
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The use of advanced technologies to police the XUAR has also drawn scrutiny, and is one of the 
reasons behind the Western tightening of exports of technical components to security-technology 
companies such as Hikvision and Dahua. In early 2017, XUAR authorities initiated an “Accurate 

Census and Population Verification Program” (全疆人口精准核查) with an emphasis on southern 

Xinjiang (where the Uighur population is concentrated); the program is intended to collect both 
biographical  and biological information on Uighur residents that may be used to determine the 
political reliability of individualslxxxi Local authorities have also started to construct an “Integrated 
Joint Operations Platform” (IJOP, yitihua lianhe zuozhan pinghe, 一体化联合作战平台), which employs 

facial recognition and machine learning to analyze graphical information collected from an expansive 
surveillance network. The IJOP collects data from video cameras, security checkpoints, and other 
official records, uses predictive algorithms to analyze it, and then provides the information to local 
officials so they can respond rapidly.lxxxii Registered vehicles in some areas have been required to 
install GPS tracking devices, and residents have been asked to install a surveillance app, called “Web 
Cleaning” (jingwang weishi, 净网卫士), on their smartphones and computers that are capable of 

monitoring and reporting on online activities.lxxxiii  
 
 
Conclusion 
 

Under Xi Jinping’s leadership, there have been major structural, personnel, and policy changes to the 
CCP’s approach to domestic security. New institutions such as the CNSC and NSC and 
restructuring in the PAP have sought to improve coordination within and tighten party discipline 
over the various agencies of the coercive apparatus. Significant turnover of personnel has taken 
place in the domestic security agencies, in part due to efforts by the anti-corruption campaign to 
remove officials associated with former zhengfawei head Zhou Yongkang. Meanwhile, new laws on 
domestic security and expanding tech-based approaches to social control, such as grid management, 
represent an attempt to strengthen the CCP’s ability to police contention within Chinese society as 
the CCP’s shifting security strategy in Xinjiang has also resulted in heightened international scrutiny 
and attention. lxxxiv These efforts can be read in various ways—attempts to consolidate Xi’s personal 
power, to tighten control over other elites and the party-state itself, and to strengthen control over 
Chinese society. The remainder of Xi’s tenure, however long that may be, will show how effective 
the above efforts will ultimately be at achieving each of those potential goals.      
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